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1 Introduction
NASA has initiated a major research e ort towards the development of a
practical validation and veri cation methodology for digital y-by-wire control systems. The validation process for these systems must demonstrate that
these systems meet stringent reliability requirements. An often quoted requirement is that the ight critical components of commercial aircraft should
have a probability of failure of at most 10, for a 10 hour mission [3]. Under
such a severe reliability requirement, design errors, also referred to in the literature as generic errors, can not be tolerated. Thus, the validation problem
for life-critical systems can be decomposed into two major tasks:
1. Quantifying the probability of system failure due to physical failure.
2. Establishing that design errors are not present.
Since current technology cannot support the manufacturing of electronic devices with failure rates low enough to meet the reliability requirements directly, fault-tolerance strategies must be utilized that enable the continued
operation of the system in the presence of component failures. The rst task
must therefore calculate the reliability of the system architecture that is designed to tolerate physical failures. The second task must not only establish
the absence of errors in the control laws and their implementation, but also
the absence of errors in the underlying architecture that executes the control
laws. Researchers at NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC) are exploring formal veri cation as a candidate technology for the elimination of such
errors.
This paper presents the rst results of applying formal methods to the
veri cation of a fault-tolerant operating system that schedules and executes
the application tasks of a digital ight control system. The major goal of this
work is to produce a veri ed real-time computing platform (both hardware
and software), which is useful for a wide variety of control-system applications. Towards this goal, the operating system provides a user interface
that \hides" the implementation details of the system such as the redundant
processors, voting, clock synchronization, etc.
This paper describes an abstract model of an architecture for digital control, a rst level decomposition of the model towards a physical realization,
and a mathematical proof that the decomposition is an implementation of
the model.
9
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2 A Science of Reliable Design
Digital control systems are implemented using a combination of hardware and
software components. Fault-tolerant architectures use replicated hardware
resources and majority voting to enable continued operation of the system
in the presence of component failures.
Management of the replicated resources that implement the required fault
tolerance is a complex systems problem. A fundamental problem is the elimination of all single-point failures. Clearly, a simple hardware voter is not
sucient. The voter itself must be distributed! A second diculty arises
from the fact that a distributed voter can only mask errors if each replicate receives the same inputs; thus, sensor values must also be distributed
to each processor in a fault-tolerant manner. This problem has been called
the interactive consistency or Byzantine Generals problem. Many algorithms
have been developed to perform this function. How these algorithms can be
incorporated into the fabric of a distributed operating system is at the heart
of fault-tolerant system design.
Mathematical reliability models provide the foundation for a scienti c
approach to fault-tolerant system design. Using these models, the impact of
architectural design decisions on system reliability can be analytically evaluated. A reliability model is constructed that abstractly accounts for possible
physical failures and all system recovery processes. The physical failures must
be enumerated and their failure rates determined. The fault arrival rates for
physical hardware devices are available from eld data or empirical models
[16]. The fault recovery behavior of a system is strongly dependent upon the
particular fault-tolerant system architecture. The recovery behavior must be
determined by experimentation or by formal analysis.
The justi cation for building ultra-reliable systems from replicated resources rests on an assumption of failure independence among redundant
units. The alternative approach of modeling and experimentally measuring
the degree of dependence is infeasible, see [12]. The unreliability of a system of replicated components with independent probabilities of failure can
easily be calculated by multiplying the individual probabilities. Thus, the
assumption of independence allows fault-tolerant system designers to obtain
ultra-reliable designs using moderately reliable parts. Often complex systems
are constructed from several ultra-reliable subsystems. The subsystem interdependencies (e.g. due to shared memories, shared power supplies, etc.), can
4

still be modeled (assuming perfect knowledge about the failure dependencies)
and the system reliability can be computed. Of course, the reliability model
can become very complex.
The validity of the reliability analysis depends critically upon the accuracy of the reliability model. If the reliability model omits certain failure
mechanisms or its representation of the recovery behavior is overly optimistic ,
the predicted probability of failure is inaccurate. Thus, the validation methodology must address the \correctness" of the reliability model with respect to
the actual implementation. Ultimately, a mathematical mapping between the
implementation and the reliability model should be constructed. In this paper, this is not accomplished formally. Nevertheless, the critical assumptions
from which the reliability model is constructed are established by mathematical proof. In particular, the formal proof establishes that as long as a majority
of the processors are working, the system produces \correct" outputs, that is,
outputs equal to those produced by a non-failed simplex processor running
the same applications as the fault-tolerant system. The key assumption used
in the construction of the reliability model is that as long as a majority of
processors are working, the system does not fail, i.e. such \states" are operational. The \operational" states of the reliability model correspond exactly
to the conditions under which the formal proof establishes that the behavior
of the system is equivalent to a non-failed simplex processor. Another key
concept used in the construction of the reliability model is that there is a
recovery transition for transient faults. The formal proof establishes that the
errors produced by a transient fault are removed from the system within a
bounded amount of time.
Thus, the two validation tasks presented above are largely dominated
by \correctness" demonstrations. Although the rst task involves reliability
models, experimental data and numerical calculation, it is essential that the
correctness of the model be demonstrated.
1

3 The Role of Formal Methods
A major di erence between the development e ort presented in this paper
and other e orts is the use of formal methods. This approach is born from
This might occur, for example, if there were errors in the logical design or implementation of the fault-recovery strategy.
1
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the belief that the successful engineering of complex computing systems will
require the application of mathematically based analysis analogous to the
structural analysis performed before a bridge or airplane wing is built. The
mathematics for the design of a software system is logic, just as calculus and
di erential equations are the mathematical tools used in other engineering
elds.

3.1 Formal Methods is Applied Logic

The application of the tools of mathematical logic and formal proof to the veri cation of computer systems, is referred to as formal methods. The various
formal methods techniques are based on formal theories, formal speci cation
and proof. A development e ort based upon formal methods is characterized
by the following steps:
1. Formalization of the set of assumptions characterizing the intended operating environment in which the system is to operate. This is typically
a conjunction of assertions A = fA ; A ; . . . ; Ang where each Ai captures some constraint on the intended environment. Typically A has
many models but the author of a speci cation generally has a particular
model in mind.
2. The second step is the formal characterization of the system speci cation in the formal theory. This is a statement S characterizing the
properties that any implementation must satisfy.
3. The third step is formalization in the theory of an implementation I .
Typically, an implementation is a decomposition of the speci cation to
a more detailed level of speci cation. In a hierarchical design process
there may be a number of implementations, each more detailed than
its speci cation.
4. The nal stage is a proof that the implementation I satis es the speci cation S under the assumptions A. Formally, this is a proof of the
statement A  (I  S ), where  denotes logical implication. That is,
under any model of A, I is an implementation of the speci cation S .
Ultimately the veri cation activity depends on the \correctness" of the
assumptions. This suggests a strategy of minimizing both the number and
1
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complexity of the assumptions. Many of the assumptions are fundamental
laws of mathematics but also include constraints on the operating environment in which the system is to be placed. The social process is employed
to verify the correctness of the assumptions. For an interesting discussion of
this view in the context of circuit level hardware veri cation see [18].
It should also be noted that the outline provided here is inherently hierarchical. Under the assumptions A, if implementation I is shown to be an
implementation of a speci cation S and I is shown to be an implementation
of I we conclude I is also an implementation of S . Formally;
A  (I  I ); A  (I  S )
A  (I  S )
Logically, this is a simple consequence of the transitivity of implication. Its
signi cance for a hierarchical veri cation strategy is obvious; it provides formal justi cation for linking together a chain of formal proofs of correctness
to show the lowest level decomposition of a series of decompositions is an
implementation of the original speci cation.
1
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3.2 Levels of Application

Formal methods are the applied mathematics of computer systems engineering. In other engineering elds, applied mathematics are utilized to the
extent that they are required to achieve acceptable levels of assurance for
safety, performance or reliability. It is often assumed that the application
of formal methods is an \all or nothing" a air. This is not the case. There
are di erent levels of application. The following is a useful taxonomy of the
degrees of rigor in formal methods:
Level-0:
Level-1:
Level-2:
Level-3:

No application of formal methods.
Formal speci cation of all or part of the system.
Paper and pencil proof of correctness.
Formal proof checked by mechanical theorem prover.

Signi cant gains in assurance are possible in existing design methodologies by formalizing the assumptions and constraints, the speci cation and
the implementation. Experience shows that application of level 1 alone often
reveals inconsistencies and subtle errors that might not be caught until much
7

later in the development process if at all. It is generally accepted that the
later a design error is identi ed the more costly its repair becomes so this
level of application can provide signi cant bene ts.
The use of paper and pencil proof in the design process adds another
level of assurance in design correctness. Level 2 application forces explicit
consideration of the relationships between the implementation and the speci cation and often reveals forgotten assumptions or incorrect formalizations.
It can be argued that level 2 application requires scrutiny through the social
process in order to be more e ective than level 1.
A proof of correctness is only as good as the prover. Even stronger evidence for correctness can be established by forcing proofs through a mechanical theorem prover. This is level 3 application of formal methods. It must be
noted that there is no guarantee that the implementation of the mechanical
prover is correct or that the hardware on which the mechanical veri cation
was performed was not faulty. Thus, there is no absolute guarantee of the
correctness of an implementation even after a mechanical proof has been
performed. What is gained by the additional e ort, is a detailed argument
for the correctness of the implementation. The process of convincing a mechanical prover is really a process of developing an argument for an ultimate
skeptic who must be shown every detail.
Partial application of any of the levels is possible for di erent parts of the
system. We advocate the application of level 3 formal methods only for the
most critical (and hopefully reusable) system components. What is classi ed
here as level 1 and level 2 formal methods are being widely applied in the
United Kingdom.
The proofs presented below are level 2, paper and pencil proofs that have
been subjected to peer review.

4 The Digital Flight Control Problem
The control system architecture for aerospace vehicles can be viewed as
hierarchical as shown in gure 1. Each level in the hierarchy represents
di erent aspects of the design process and involves di erent validation and
veri cation issues. The top-level represents the aerodynamic properties of a
rigid body controlled by maneuverable surfaces. The second level represents
the continuous-time feedback-control functions that operate on the aerody8
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Application Code
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Figure 1: Digital Flight Control System Hierarchy
namic vehicle. The third level represents the block-diagram speci cation of
the control laws. The fourth level represents the implementation of the control laws in a executable programming language. The fth level describes the
system that dispatches the control-law code on a set of redundant hardware
in a manner that provides fault tolerance. The sixth level represents the hardware components of the system. In this project, the design and veri cation
issues at the bottom two levels of the hierarchy are being explored.
Figure 2 illustrates how the hierarchy above can be further re ned . Unfortunately, there is no quantitative science of hierarchical design. It is widely
accepted that hierarchical design is \good"; however, choosing appropriate
abstractions and selecting convenient interfaces is currently more art than
science. With this in mind, gure 2 should be seen as one of many possible subjective decompositions although it can be rationally justi ed and has
2

In the graphical convention adopted here, non-overlapping boxes contained within
another box denote horizontal hierarchy or system interfaces. The dependence of an interface on a resource is indicated by placing the dependent box above the box denoting the
resource. Adjacent boxes at the same level within the horizontal hierarchy indicate independent resources. Thus, in gure 2 the operating system is dependent on the replicated
processors for implementation; however, the individual processors are not dependent on
one another. Nested blocks denote vertical hierarchy or successive levels of abstraction.
2
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Figure 2: Digital Flight Control System Architecture
advantages over many others.
Traversing the horizontal hierarchy at the coarsest level of abstraction
reveals the control application domain, which is built on the reliable computing platform. These in turn view the state of the aircraft through the
sensor/actuator network. Each of these abstractions is decomposed into sublevels discussed below. The rationale for choosing the major system interfaces at the points noted in gure 2 is based on notions of reusability, a
partitioning of the areas of technical expertise, and the interfaces found in
most computing systems in use today.
The control application domain abstraction isolates one of the two main
10
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Replicated Processors

P

A

application speci c aspects of the control system. The most abstract view
at this level might be a system of continuous di erential equations modeling
the control surfaces and aerodynamic properties of the aircraft. Abstractions
below this level include the block-diagram speci cation of the control laws
and at the lowest level, implementation of the control laws in an executable
programming language on the underlying reliable computing platform. Obviously, correctness at each level is as important as the correctness of the
computing platform. Formal methods can have an impact on correctness
in areas in the control application domain; however, these issues are not
addressed here.
The reliable computing platform dispatches the control-law code and provides the interface to the network of sensors and actuators. Traversing the hierarchy within the reliable computing platform abstraction reveals two boxes,
one representing the operating system and the other representing the underlying replicated processors. The operating system provides the interface to
the bottom level of the control application domain, the application code.
The third component of the control system is the network of sensors and
actuators. Like the control application domain, the sensor actuator network
is highly application dependent. Because of the application speci c nature
of this part of the system, we regard this component as being outside of the
reliable computing platform.
The goal of designing and building a truly reusable computing platform
for control applications must be tempered by the fact that application reliability and performance requirements determine the architecture of the system. The best we can hope to do is to provide interfaces that are general
enough to support a range of applications while still being speci c enough to
enable the development of engineering methodologies supporting their use.

5 Design of the Reliable Computing Platform
The operating system provides the applications software developer a reliable
mechanism for dispatching periodic tasks on a fault-tolerant computing base
that appears to him as a single ultra-reliable processor. Traditionally, the
operating system has been implemented as an executive (or main program)
11
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Figure 3: Hierarchical Speci cation of the Reliable Computing Platform
that invokes subroutines implementing the application tasks. Communication between the tasks has been accomplished by use of shared memory. This
strategy is e ective for systems with nominal reliability requirements where
a simplex processor can be used. For ultra-reliable systems, the additional
responsibility of providing fault tolerance makes this approach untenable.
For these reasons, the operating system and replicated computer architecture must be designed together so they mutually support the goals of the
reliable computing platform. A four-level hierarchical decomposition of the
reliable computing platform is shown in gure 3.
The design philosophy advocated in this paper is to design the system
in a manner that minimizes the amount of experimental testing required
and maximizes the ability to mathematically reason about correctness . The
following design decisions have been made toward that end:
 the system is non-recon gurable
 the system is frame-synchronous
 the scheduling is static, non-preemptive
 internal voting is used to recover the state of a processor a ected by a
transient fault
3

Ultimately, the quanti cation of system reliability must be made on the basis of a
mathematical model of the system and the correctness of the model must be demonstrated.
The complexity and number of parameters that must be measured should be minimized
in order to reduce the cost of the veri cation and validation process.
3
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5.1 The Uniprocessor Model

The top level of the hierarchy describes the operating system as a function
that sequentially invokes application tasks. It extends the executive model
by supporting a more sophisticated model of inter-task communication. This
view of the operating system will be referred to as the uniprocessor model.
The uniprocessor model is formalized as a state transition system in section 10 and forms the basis of the speci cation for the operating system.
It is essential that the uniprocessor model meet the requirements of the
application level (i.e. the control laws). The following is a summary of the
most important requirements of control-law application tasks:
 Fixed set of tasks
 Hard deadlines
 Multi-rate cyclic scheduling
 Upper bound on task execution time
 Intertask communication
The set of tasks that must be executed is xed, i.e., there is no arrival of
a task from the external world. The hard-deadline requirement means that
a task must be dispatched and complete within a strict time boundary. In
particular, the time delay between reading a sensor and sending a signal to
an actuator, the transport delay, must be strictly less than a predetermined
value. The required periods of execution are di erent for di erent tasks.
Thus, the system must perform multi-rate scheduling. Associated with each
task is an upper bound on execution time. If a task receives input from
another task that has the same execution period, the receiving task must
execute after the source task. Thus, within a \period-class", there is a precedence ordering on the tasks. The relationship between di erent tasks with
di erent execution periods, is not constrained.
There are two major design issues at this level|the choice of the scheduling strategy and the choice of intertask communication strategy. There
are many theoretical approaches to scheduling multi-rate periodic tasks.
Scheduling can be classi ed as either (1) preemptive or non-preemptive or (2)
dynamic or static. Unfortunately, the theoretical results cannot guarantee
that the hard deadlines will be met for any of the non-static or preemptive
algorithms capable of scheduling the real-time control application tasks [2].
Consequently, all commercial aircraft control systems have been implemented
13

using a static, non-preemptive schedule table. The intertask communications
problem is simpli ed by the fact that tasks need only receive data produced
by other tasks after they have terminated. This can been implemented by
use of data bu ers .
4

5.2 The Synchronous Replicated Model

Fault tolerance is achieved by voting results computed by the replicated
processors operating on the same inputs. Interactive consistency checks on
sensor inputs and voting actuator outputs requires synchronization of the
replicated processors. This implies the existence of a global time base. In
the absence of technology supporting manufacture of ultra-reliable clocks,
electrically isolated processors can not share a single clock. Thus, faulttolerant implementation of the uniprocessor model must ultimately be an
asynchronous distributed system.
Reasoning about asynchronous distributed systems is notoriously dicult .
Serious validation problems have appeared in previous e orts due to the decision to deal with the asynchrony at the application level . Thus, it is
advantageous to deal with the complexities due to asynchrony at the lowest
possible level in the system. This isolates the diculties to a single clock
synchronization function. With a fault-tolerant clock synchronization algorithm at the base of the operating system, the rest of the operating system
can be designed in a synchronous manner. The advantages of this approach
are discussed in [7].
Based on the above considerations, the operating system is being implemented as a synchronous system. Thus, the second level in the hierarchy
describes the operating system as a synchronous system where each replicated
5

6

A fault-tolerant operating system maintains \voted" versions of previous tasks' outputs in bu ers.
In fact Lehmann and Shelah [10] claim the analysis of such systems is an order of
magnitude more dicult than reasoning about simply sequential systems
The AFTI F16 is a good example of the problems that can arise when asynchrony is
present at the application level. There was a signi cant problem with false alarms caused
by design oversights traced to the asynchronous computer operation [11]. Also the ability
to set e ective thresholds for the redundant sensor selection algorithms was seriously
hampered. Thresholds should be tight to lter the e ects of failed sensors. Unfortunately,
the thresholds had to be set at 15% to eliminate false alarms due to the asynchrony. But,
with such a large threshold a single channel failure can cause large aircraft transients.
4
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6
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processor executes the same application tasks. The existence of a global time
base, an interactive consistency mechanism and a reliable voting mechanism
are assumed at this level. The formal details of the model, speci ed as a
state transition system, are described in section 11.
The replicated synchronous model implements the uniprocessor model by
voting the synchronized replicates. Voting can take place at a number of locations in the system and associated with each choice are various tradeo s.
If voting occurs only at the actuators and the internal state of the system
(contained in volatile memory) is never subjected to a vote, a single transient fault can permanently corrupt the state of a good processor. This is
an unacceptable approach since eld data indicates that transient faults are
signi cantly more likely than permanent faults [15]. An alternative voting
strategy is to vote the entire system state. This approach purges the e ects
of transient faults from the system; however, the computational overhead for
this approach may be prohibitive. We observe that voting need only occur
for system state that is not recoverable from sensor inputs. This approach
accomplishes recovery from the e ects of transient faults at greatly reduced
overhead, but involves increased design complexity. The formal models presented here provide a precise characterization of the minimum voting requirements for a fault-tolerant system that purges the e ects of transient faults.
There is a trade-o between the rate of recovery from transient faults and the
frequency of voting. The more frequent the voting, the faster the recovery
from transients, but at the price of increased computational overhead.
Voting is dependent upon two additional system activities: (1) the redundant processing sites must synchronize for the vote and (2) single source
input data must be sent to the redundant sites using interactive consistency
algorithms to ensure that each processor uses the same inputs for performing
the same computations.
Voting can take place at di erent places in the system with a corresponding impact on the level of clock synchronization required. If voting takes place
at the instruction level, synchronization must be very tight. If outputs are
voted only after task execution is complete, loose synchronization is possible
lessening the computational burden required for clock synchronization.

15

5.3 Asynchronous Replicated System

At this level, the assumptions of the synchronous model must be discharged.
In [14] Rushby and von Henke report on the formal veri cation of Lamport and Melliar-Smith's [8] interactive-convergence clock synchronization
algorithm. Consequently, this algorithm can serve as a foundation for the
implementation of the replicated system as a collection of asynchronously
operating processors. Elaboration of the asynchronous layer design will be
carried out in Phase 2 of the research e ort.

5.4 Hardware/Software Implementation

Final realization of the reliable computing platform is the subject of the Phase
3 e ort. The research activity will culminate in a detailed design and prototype implementation. Figure 4 depicts the generic hardware architecture
assumed for implementing the replicated system. Single-source sensor inputs
are distributed by special purpose hardware executing a Byzantine agreement algorithm. Replicated actuator outputs are all delivered in parallel to
the actuators, where force-sum voting occurs. Interprocessor communication
links allow replicated processors to exchange and vote on the results of task
computations.

6 The Role of Reliability Modeling
Since reliability is a driving in uence on the system design it is essential
that the design be faithfully captured in a reliability model. The reliability
analysis must be sound and the parameters of the reliability model must be
measurable. Although the architecture presented here is parameterized for
an arbitrary number of replicated processors, interactive consistency requires
at least four processors. Thus, a quadruplex is the minimum system con guration. A reliability model for a quadruplex version of the system architecture is shown in gure 5. The horizontal transitions represent transient
fault arrivals. The vertical transitions represent permanent fault arrivals.
These arrive at rate T and p respectively. The backwards arc represents
the disappearance of the transient fault and all errors produced by it. This
is accomplished by voting the internal state. This is sometimes referred to as
16
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Figure 4: Generic Hardware Architecture
transient fault \scrubbing". In our system, this scrubbing takes place continuously and does not rely upon the system detecting the transient fault. The
presence of the transition from state 2 to state 1 depends upon the proper
design of the operating system so that it can recover the state of a processor
that has been a ected by a transient . The model has 6 states of which 3
are operational. State 1 represents the initial fault free state of the system.
There are only two transitions from state 1 due to the arrival of either a tran7

To simplify this discussion, the arrival of a second transient before the disappearance
of the rst transient has not been included in the model. The complete reliability analysis
will include such events.
7
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Figure 5: Reliability Model of a Quadruplex

sient or permanent fault. These transitions carry the system into states 2 and
4, both of which are not system failure states. This is justi ed by the main
formal proof presented in the paper which establishes that for a quadraplex,
no single fault can cause the system to produce an erroneous output. All of
the transitions except one from these states are due to second failures. These
lead to system failure states. The other transition from state 2 back to state
1 models the transient fault scrubbing process. The main formal proof also
establishes that the system removes the e ects of a transient fault within a
bounded amount of time, justifying the inclusion of this transition.
The probability of system failure as a function of 1=, the rate of recovering the state, is shown in gure 6. The model was solved using the
STEM reliability analysis program [1] for the following parameter values:
p = 10, =hour, T = 10, =hour and mission time T = 10 hours.
It is worth noting the validation tasks that have been eliminated by not
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Figure 6: Probability of failure as a function of 1=
using recon guration. First, it is not necessary to perform fault-injection experiments to measure the recovery time distributions. Second, fault-latency
is of no concern. Fault latency is only a concern when one is trying to detect
and remove a faulty component, because latency merely defers error production and thus detection. Third, the logical complexity of the system is
greatly reduced|e.g., no recon guration process, the interface to the sensors
and actuators is static as opposed to dynamic. Hence, there are fewer design
errors to be corrected during the validation process.

7 Previous E orts
Many techniques for implementing fault-tolerance through redundancy have
been developed over the past decade, e.g. SIFT [4], FTMP [5], FTP [6],
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MAFT [17]. The techniques di er with respect to:
 the unit of fault-isolation and recon guration
 the voting strategy
 the level of synchronization
 the veri cation concept
In FTMP, for example, the unit of recon guration is a memory module or a
CPU module. In SIFT, FTP and MAFT, the unit of recon guration is an
entire processor. In a recon gurable system, voting can be used to detect
faults. In the architecture considered here it is assumed that faulty processors
are not removed until after the mission is over. The operating system does
not utilize error reports from the voter. However, it may be desirable to store
these reports in memory for later use by ground maintenance personnel.
Di erences between previously developed systems naturally arose from
di erent design decisions. However, an often overlooked but signi cant factor
in the development process is the approach to system veri cation. In SIFT
and MAFT, serious consideration was given to the need to mathematically
reason about the system. In FTMP and FTP, the veri cation concept was
almost exclusively testing. Obviously, the approach advocated here is one of
formal rigor in speci cation and veri cation of the system.
Although several fault-tolerant real-time computing bases have been designed for control applications [4, 5, 6, 17], only the SIFT project attempted
to use formal methods. Although many positive theoretical advances were
made, the SIFT operating system was never completely veri ed [13]. On the
positive side, the concept of Byzantine Generals algorithms was developed
[9]. Also the rst fault-tolerant clock synchronization with a mathematical
performance proof was developed [8]. On the negative side, the veri ed operating system was not the system running on the hardware. Furthermore, the
veri cation did not cover key features of the system|clock-interrupt handler,
interactive consistency implementation, the synchronization implementation,
etc.
Unlike the SIFT models, which did not present an operational view of
the scheduling function of the system, the models described here deal with
this functionality in some detail. The SIFT speci cation was given from the
perspective of an individual task. The speci cation de ned the behavior of a
task given inputs from other tasks. However, it did not describe the required
behavior of the scheduling system. It roughly stated that if a task were
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executed and given stable inputs, the output would be correct as long as the
system had enough non-faulty hardware. Although there was an abstract
notion of execution windows for the tasks, there was no speci cation of the
requirement that the operating system must dispatch tasks according to this
schedule. Thus, the speci cation was incomplete in many important ways.

8 Overview of Results
Before presenting the complete details, we provide an overview of the major
formalizations and results for the reliable computing platform. The Phase
1 work focuses on the rst two layers depicted in gure 3. A set of de nitions is introduced to model the scheduling of application tasks. Formal
speci cations exist to describe the behavior of the uniprocessor system abstraction and the synchronous replicated system design. State transition
systems are used as the underlying model of computation. A framework is
then established to de ne what it means for one state machine to correctly
implement another. Various sucient conditions are provided to characterize
when the synchronous replicated system correctly implements the uniprocessor abstraction. Finally, these sucient conditions are shown to hold for
three methods of voting the internal state information within the replicated
system.
In accordance with accepted terminology, we consider a fault to be a condition in which a piece of hardware is not operating within its speci cations,
and an error to be an incorrect computation result or system output. When
a fault occurs, errors may or may not be produced. Although fault-tolerant
architectures o er a high degree of immunity from hardware faults, there is
a limit to how many simultaneous faults can be tolerated. During system
execution, if this limit is not exceeded, the system will mask the occurrence
of errors so that the system as a whole produces no computation errors. If
the limit is exceeded, however, the system might produce erroneous results.
Consequently, the proofs we construct are expressed in a conditional form
to account for this situation of limited fault tolerance. The main results we
establish can be abstracted by the following formula:
W  u = V ([r ; . . . ; rn ])
where W is a predicate to de ne a minimal working hardware subset over
1
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time, u is the uniprocessor model's system results, r ; . . . ; rn are the results of
the replicated processors, and V is a function that selects the properly voted
values at each step. Thus, as long as the system hardware does not experience
an unusually heavy burst of component faults, the proof establishes that no
erroneous operation will occur at the system level. Individual replicates may
produce errors, but they will be out-voted by replicates producing correct
results.
If the condition W were true 100% of the time, the system would never
fail. Unfortunately, real devices are imperfect and this can not be achieved
in practice. The design of the fault-tolerant architecture must ensure that
the condition W holds with high probability; typically, P (W )  1 , 10, for
a 10 hour mission is the goal. This provides a vital connection between the
reliability model and the formal correctness proofs. The proofs conditionally
establish that system output is not erroneous as long as W holds, and the
reliability model predicts that W will hold with adequately high probability.
In the formal development to follow, we model the possible occurrence of
component hardware faults and the unknown nature of computation results
produced under such conditions. It is important to note that this modeling
is for speci cation purposes only and re ects no cognizance on the part of the
running system. We assume a nonrecon gurable architecture that is capable
of masking the e ects of faults, but makes no attempt to detect or diagnose
those faults. Each replicate is computing independently and continues to
operate the best it can under faulty conditions; it has no knowledge of its
own faultiness or that of its peers. Thus, wherever the formal speci cations
consider the two cases of whether a processor is faulty or not, it is important
to remember that this case analysis is not performed by the running system.
1

9

9 Speci cation of the Operating System Workload
Having introduced a sketch of the reliable computing platform design, we
now proceed to its formalization. In this section, the method for specifying
an operating system workload will be presented. It characterizes the interface
between the application software and the operating system. The speci cation
consists of a generic set of mathematical de nitions used in the OS speci ca22

tions. For an actual application, these de nitions would be instantiated with
appropriate values.

9.1 Application De nition

Let T ; . . . ; TK be the application tasks. Assume each task produces either
actuator output or data values drawn from some domain. These data values
may be provided as inputs to other tasks or serve as state variables. Tasks
have no persistent state variables; the e ect of persistent state is achieved by
recirculating task outputs.
Let S ; . . . ; Sp be the sensors and A ; . . . ; Aq be the actuators. Let these
symbols also stand for the sets of values received from the sensors and sent
to the actuators. Also let Di be the set of data values produced as output by
task Ti. These values may be structured objects such as arrays, records, etc.
Thus, if Ti is an actuator task, Di = Aj for some j . Note that this precludes
an actuator taskS from producing non-actuator data in addition to actuator
data. Let D = i Di.
Task Ti computes a function fi on a set of input values. Inputs may be
taken from sensor data or the outputs of other tasks. Tasks are prohibited
from having side e ects; their only e ects are their explicit outputs.
1

1

1

9.2 Schedules

Application tasks are scheduled via a xed, deterministic sequence of task
executions. A complete, repeating task schedule comprises a cycle.

:::

Cyclei,

1

Cyclei

Cyclei

+1

:::

Cycles are repeated inde nitely and the task execution sequence of one
cycle is identical to the others. A cycle is divided into M frames of equal
duration.

Frame

0

:::

FrameM ,

1

j , , , Cycle , , ,! j
The frame length is a fundamental unit of time for the application. The
sensors are read at most once per frame and actuators are written at most
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Figure 7: Execution of tasks.
once per frame. Each frame is divided into subframes of variable length. The
number of subframes is variable also.

Subframe

: : : SubframeM =====
j , , , , , , Framei , , , ,, ,! j
The number of subframes for the ith frame is given by Mi. The time
from the end of the last subframe until the end of the frame is slack time
for performing OS overhead functions. (In some systems non-critical, preemptable tasks are dispatched during this time.) In practice, slack time may
be distributed across the frame and not just appear at the end.
The schedule for an entire cycle would assign task executions to each
subframe. Figure 7 illustrates the concept.
We refer to each site in a task schedule as a cell. A cell is denoted by the
pair (i; j ) for the ith frame and j th subframe. A schedule is then given by a
mapping from cells into the scheduled task:
ST : f0::M , 1g  nat ! f0::K g
1

i
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ST (i; j ) gives the task index of the scheduled task for cell (i; j ), and 0 for
j > Mi.
Now we must specify the binding of input values for task execution. For
task Ti, we must supply inputs for the arguments of fi. Each input must come
from a prior task execution or be taken as sensor input. So the designation
of a task input will be a triple (i type; i; j ) where i type 2 fsensor; cellg with
the meaning:
sensor value from sensor i in current frame
cell value from task output in cell (i; j ) of current or previous
cycle
A task may get input from a prior task output up to one cycle length in
the past (M frames). By convention, if the task in cell (k; l) receives input
from the task in cell (i; j ) where
i > k _ (i = k ^ j  l )
then the input comes from (i; j )'s task execution during the previous cycle.
A mapping from cells into sequences of triples de nes the assignment of
input values to task executions.
TI : f0::M , 1g  nat ! sequence(triple)
TI (i; j ) = [(t ; i ; j ); :::; (tn; in; jn)]
for a task with n inputs. The rst component of the triple is of type i type,
which determines whether the input comes from a sensor or another task.
Let TI (i; j ) = [ ] when j > Mi or the task at (i; j ) has no inputs.
This suces to uniquely characterize a task schedule. The functions ST
and TI need to be supplemented by a binding of task outputs to actuators
for \actuator" tasks:
AO : f0::M , 1g  nat ! f0::qg
AO(i; j ) = a to designate that the output of the task at cell (i; j ) should go
to actuator a. As before, AO(i; j ) = 0 if j > Mi or the task at (i; j ) does not
produce actuator output.
Since task results may be carried forward from one cycle to the next, it
is necessary to account for the \previous" cycle at system initialization. The
1

1
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application must de ne what these previous cycle task outputs should be for
the rst cycle to use as task inputs. A function
IR : f0::M , 1g  nat ! D
is used to characterize the initial task results values. An application must
provide a suitable IR as part of its speci cation.
The kind of scheduling allowed by the foregoing de nitions imposes some
constraints on the application designer. One is that old sensor values from
previous frames are not saved and provided by the OS. To use old sensor
values, a task will have to be introduced in the desired frame that reads the
sensor and \saves" its value as the task output, thereby making it accessible
to tasks in later frames. Alternatively, sensor values could be added to the
output of existing tasks in that frame.
A similar constraint exists for task outputs. Tasks may not provide normal output and actuator output simultaneously. Again, this is overcome by
introducing a separate output task T that uses the output of task T to
write to an actuator. Such constraints and their consequent work-arounds
via forwarding tasks are conscious design decisions; they result from trading
o desirable functionality against tractability of formal analysis.
2

1

9.3 Well-Formedness Conditions

The functions TI and AO must satisfy certain constraints to be well-formed
schedules. First, the data types must be correct:
8i; j; 8l 2 f1::jTI (i; j )jg :
TI (i; j )[l] = (t; a; b) 
domain(l; ST (i; j )) =
if t = sensor then Sa else range(ST (a; b))

8i; j : AO(i; j ) 6= 0  range(ST (i; j )) = Ai
It is also required that at most one output be sent to each actuator in each
frame:
8i; j; k : AO(i; j ) = AO(i; k)  (j = k _ AO(i; j ) = 0 _ AO(i; k) = 0):
The lack of an actuator output for a given frame is permitted.
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Because of the convention on cell references described earlier, a schedule
will always be logically admissible and cannot ask for inputs before they are
produced. However, because the subframe index is unbounded, we do need to
ensure that a task is scheduled for every cell referenced in the task schedule.

8i; j; 8(t; a; b) 2 TI (i; j ) : t = cell  ST (a; b) 6= 0
We can also add real time constraints, although they probably depend
on design parameters. Let MT (i) be the maximum execution time for task
i. Then the slack time Li for the ith frame must satisfy

Li = tF ,

M
X
i

j =1

MT (ST (i; j ))  tOH

where tF is the frame time and tOH is the time required for the OS to carry
out overhead functions.

10 Top-Level Speci cation (Uniprocessor Model)
This section continues with the speci cation e ort by putting together a
speci cation of the top level OS machine. This speci cation represents the
behavior of the application tasks running on an ideal computer. It de nes
the net e ect of task execution as seen by the control application. All details
of the replicated system implementation are hidden at this level.

10.1 Uniprocessor State and I/O Types

The state of the ideal OS consists of a frame counter and task outputs produced in the current and previous cycle. Thus an OS state is a pair:
OS state = ( frame : f0::M , 1g;
results : cycle state )
where
cycle state : f0::M , 1g  nat ! D
In these de nitions, OS:frame denotes the frame counter while OS:results(i; j )
denotes the task output at cell (i; j ) during the current or previous cycle.
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The application de nition needs to provide the initial state values for the
results portion of the state. Any task outputs normally obtained from the
previous cycle need to be given meaningful values. We assume the initial
frame is 0. The initial OS state is then given by the pair (0; IR), where IR
de nes the initial results state values.
Inputs are assumed to come from the sensors S ; . . . ; Sp which may be
sampled at most once per frame. Similarly, outputs go to the actuators
A ; :::; Aq. To facilitate speci cation writing, we introduce data types to
represent vectors of sensor inputs and actuator outputs.
Sin = vector([1::p]) of Si Si
Aout = vector([1::q]) of Si Ai
1

1

10.2 State Transition De nitions

Transitions correspond to the execution of all tasks for a single frame. The
state variable OS:frame gives the number of the frame to be executed by
the next transition. After the M th state transition of the current cycle,
OS:frame is reset to 0. After the ith state transition of the current cycle,
OS:results(i; j ) contain the results of the latest task executions. Later cells
of OS:results still contain the results of the prior cycle's task executions.
First, note that we will have occasion to write expressions such as (x +
1) mod M repeatedly. Therefore, let us use the shorthand notation de ned
as follows.
x  y = (x + y) mod M
x y = (x + M , y) mod M
The OS state transition is de ned by the function OS .

OS : Sin  OS state ! OS state
OS (s; u) = (u:frame  1; i; j: new results(s; u; i; j ))
Here the variable s stands for the vector of all sensor inputs and u stands
for the current OS state. The result of the function is an ordered pair (f; r)
containing the new frame counter and results state. The subordinate function
new results is de ned below.
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new results(s; u; i; j ) = if i = u:frame
then exec(s; u; i; j )
else u:results(i; j )
The results cycle state is modi ed only for the current frame; other frames'
portions remain unchanged.
The next item is to de ne the exec function, which yields the result
of executing the task at cell (i; j ). Because the tasks in a frame may use
the outputs of prior tasks within the same frame, which are computed in
this frame rather than found in the result state, the de nition gets a little
complicated. We use two mutually recursive functions, exec and arg, to sort
things out.
exec : Sin  OS state  f0::M , 1g  nat ! D
exec(s; u; i; j ) = fST i;j (arg(TI (i; j )[1]; s; u;i; j ); . . . ; arg(TI (i; j )[n]; s; u; i;j ))
Here fk is the function computed by scheduled task k, arg(. . .) retrieves the
data value for the task input, and fk has n arguments.
(

)

arg : triple  Sin  OS state  f0::M , 1g  nat ! D
arg(t; s; u; i; j ) = if t:type = sensor
then s[t:i]
else if t:i = i ^ t:j < j
then exec(s; u; i; t:j )
else u:results(t:i;t:j )
The function exec uses the functions ST and TI from the application
de nition to get pointers to the argument values. The function arg does the
detailed work of extracting the appropriate values from the state variables.

10.3 Actuator Tasks

Since actuator outputs are always taken from task outputs, which are recorded
as part of the OS state, we nd it convenient to de ne actuator outputs as a
function only of the OS state, as in a \Moore" style state machine. To cast
actuator outputs into a functional framework, we must account for the case
of an actuator not being sent an output value in a given frame. We assume
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an actuator may be sent commands as needed by the application, which may
choose not to sent output during some frames. Let us denote by the symbol
 the null actuator output, i.e., an output value  indicates the absence of
anything to send to the actuator or a \no update" condition. Then we de ne
actuator outputs as a function of the OS state using the function UA.

UA(u) = [qk Act(u; k) ]
=1

We use the notation [mi ai ] to mean [a ; . . . ; am].
The function Act is used to de ne the output for each individual actuator.
1

=1

8
>
< u:results(u:frame 1; j )
if 9j : AO(u:frame 1; j ) = k
Act(u; k) = >
:
otherwise

Because of the application restriction that at most one task output may be
assigned to an actuator, the axiom above leads to a well-de ned result. We
need to decrement the frame count by one because of the assumption that
UA is applied to the new state after a transition, where the frame count has
already been incremented.

11 Second Level Speci cation (Replicated Model)
In this section the speci cation of the synchronous replicated OS machine
is developed. This speci cation represents the behavior of the OS and application tasks running on a redundant system of synchronized, independent
processors with a mechanism for voting on intermediate states. Sensor inputs
are assumed to be distributed to each processor using an interactive consistency scheme and redundant actuator outputs are assumed to be voted at
the actuators.
Let R be the number of redundant processors. We use f1; . . . ; Rg as
processor IDs. Each processor runs a copy of the OS and the application
tasks. The uniprocessor OS state is replicated R times and this composite
state forms the replicated OS state. Transitions for the replicated OS cause
each individual OS state to be updated, although not in exactly the same
way because some processors may be faulty.
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11.1 Faulty Processors

The possibility of processors becoming faulty requires a means of modeling
the condition for speci cation purposes and a means of compensating for
fault tolerance purposes. We adopt a worst case fault model. In each frame,
a processor and its associated hardware is either faulty or not. A fault status
vector is introduced to condition speci cation expressions on the possibility
of faulty processors.
Assumptions about the faultiness of a processor pertain only to the health
and integrity of the hardware, i.e., its ability to compute correctly. Designating a processor as faulty implies nothing about whether any computation
errors have actually occurred; only the potential for errors exists. Given a
nonfaulty status we conclude that no computation errors have occurred.
Voting intermediate results is the way a previously faulty processor recovers valid state information. The voting pattern determines which portions
of the state should be voted on each frame. A state variable that is voted
will be replaced with the voted value regardless of what its current value is
in memory. Some voted values will be based on stored information from the
last frame and some will be based on task outputs computed in the current
frame. For this replicated OS speci cation, we will vote the frame counter
on every frame and hence, will not include it in the voting pattern de nition.
The results portion of the OS state will be selectively voted. We will not
consider the derivation of voting patterns here; assume they can be derived
from the application task de nitions. Let the predicate V P represent the
voting pattern.
V P : f0::M , 1g  nat  f0::M , 1g ! fT; F g
V P (i; j; n) = T i we are to vote OS:results(i; j ) during frame n.
Since processors may be faulty and the values of their state variables may
be indeterminate, we introduce a special bottom data object, for speci cation
purposes only, to denote questionable or unknown data values. The symbol
\?" is used to denote bottom. We regard it as a special data object distinct
from known \good" objects. This usage is intended to model the presence of
potentially erroneous data; we never expect an implementation to represent
such bottom objects explicitly.
Voting is the primary application for ?. We use the function
maj : sequence(D [ f?g) ! D [ f?g
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to denote the majority computation. It takes a sequence of data objects of
type D and produces a result of type D. If a majority does not exist, then
maj (S ) = ?; otherwise, maj (S ) returns the value within S that occurs more
than jS j=2 times.

11.2 The Replicated State

The replicated OS state is formed as a vector of uniprocessor OS states:
Repl state = vector([1::R]) of OS state
Thus, if r is a Repl state value, then r[k] refers to the OS state for the kth
processor. The OS state de nition is identical to that of the top level OS
speci cation. To refer to the results element of a replicated OS state we use
the notation r[k]:results(i; j ).
The initial state of the replicated OS is formed by merely copying the
uniprocessor initial state R times. Thus, we have:

Initial Repl state = [Rk (0; IR) ]
where IR denotes the initial results state values as provided in the application
task de nitions. We use the notation [mi ai ] to mean [a ; . . . ; am].
Inputs to the replicated processors come from the same sensors as in the
uniprocessor case. The act of distributing sensor values via some kind of
interactive consistency algorithm is assumed to produce R values to present
to the replicated system. Therefore, we introduce a vectorized data type to
use for input variables in the functions below.
ICin = vector([1::R]) of Sin
Thus, if c is an ICin value, then c[k] refers to the sensor inputs for the
kth processor. The Sin de nition is identical to that of the top level OS
speci cation (it is itself a vector of individual sensor input values).
=1

=1

11.3 Replicated System Transitions

1

Transitions correspond to the execution of all tasks in a single frame for all
replicates. The state variable r[k]:frame gives the number of the frame to
be executed by the next transition within processor k. After the ith state
32

transition of the current cycle, r[k]:results(i; j ) contain the results of the latest task executions. Since the replicated OS state is a vector of uniprocessor
OS states, we can rst decompose the Repl state transition into R separate
cases.
Repl : ICin  Repl state  fault status ! Repl state
Repl(c; r; ) = [Rk RT (c; r; k; ) ]
RT is the function used to de ne the OS state transition for each replicate.
The additional argument  is used to supply assumptions about the current fault status of the replicated processors.
fault status = vector([1::R]) of fT; F g
[k] is true when processor k is faulty during the current frame. Various
speci cation functions take  arguments as a way to model possible fault
behavior and show what the system response is under those possibilities.
To de ne RT we must take into account whether the processor is faulty
and apply voting at the appropriate points. Because voting incorporates
values from all the processors, the entire Repl state is required as an argument
to RT even though it only returns the OS state for the kth processor.
RT (c; r; k; ) = if [k] then ? else (frame vote(r; ); Repl results(c; r; k; ))
If processor k is faulty, we regard its entire OS state as suspect and therefore
assign it the value ?; otherwise, we derive the new OS state as a function of
the old state. RT requires the frame counter be voted on every transition.
Voting on the task result state variables is done according to the voting
pattern.
Frame counter voting is straightforward. All processor frame counters
are input to a majority operation. Voting for a frame is based on values
computed during that frame. Consequently, the incremented frame counter
values are used in the speci cation.
frame vote(r; ) = maj ([Rl FV l ])
where FV l = if [l] then ? else r[l]:frame  1
Because some of the r[l] may be faulty, their old and new frame counter
values are questionable and produce ? as their votes.
For the results state variables, we need to incorporate selective voting.
The V P predicate determines when and where to vote.
=1

=1
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Repl results(c; r; k; ) =
i; j: if V P (i; j; r[k]:frame)
then results vote(c; r; i; j; )
else new results(c[k]; r[k]; i; j )
The function new results is de ned in the uniprocessor OS speci cation. It
gives the value of the task results part of the state after a state transition.
De ning the vote of task results is similar to that for the frame counter.
results vote(c; r; i; j; ) = maj ([Rl RV l ])
where RV l = if [l] then ? else new results(c[l]; r[l];i; j ):
As before, some of the processors may be faulty so some r[l] may have value
?. Any task execution on a faulty processor produces ? as well.
Note that voting within a frame occurs after all computation has taken
place. In particular, the voted value of a task's output is not immediately
available to a later task within the same frame.
=1

11.4 Replicated Actuator Output

As in the uniprocessor case, outputs from the replicated processors go to
the actuators. Each processor sends its own actuator outputs separately.
Therefore, we introduce a vectorized data type to describe the replicated
system outputs.
RAout = vector([1::R]) of Aout
Thus, if b is an RAout value, then b[k] refers to the actuator outputs for the
kth processor. The Aout de nition is identical to that of the top level OS
speci cation (it is itself a vector of individual actuator output values).
The actuator output variables are updated according to the application
function AO in the same manner as the uniprocessor OS. We use the OS function UA to extract the actuator outputs for each processor in the replicated
system.
RA : Repl state  fault status ! RAout
RA(r; ) = [Rk RAk ]
where RAk = if [k] then ? else UA(r[k])
RA produces a vector of actuator outputs, one for each processor. Faulty
processors are assumed to produce indeterminate output (?).
=1
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11.5 Concepts of Voting and Majority

Correctness proofs for the replicated OS hinge on the properties of voting
and majorities. The purpose of voting is to mask the e ects of faulty hardware. We make no attempt to detect faults or diagnose faulty hardware.
Consequently, our model of hardware behavior is very simple: processors are
either faulty or completely healthy. Partial fault conditions are not entertained. Any data residing in a faulty processor has an unknown value; any
computations performed on such data produce unknown results. Everything
we do is aimed toward sucient conditions for dependable results.
Since processors may be faulty and the values of their state variables may
be indeterminate, we use ? to denote questionable or unknown data values.
Any computations that depend on these values we regard as potentially erroneous. We do not require strictness properties such as ? + 1 = ?. We do,
however, require the converse:
n
^

(xi 6= ?)  fj (x ; . . . ; xn) 6= ?
1

i=1

That is, if all inputs are well de ned, then so is the task output.
Voting with the maj de nition means accepting ? values as inputs. This
raises some questions about the meaning of our formalization. We are implicitly extending the data types in the speci cation by this additional, distinct
value ?. When the actual hardware receives inputs for voting, however, it
sees only bit vectors. There is no representation for ?. Can this be a faithful
model of what the hardware is doing?
The answer lies in the fault model we are using. In each frame, we
explicitly consider whether a processor is faulty. The fault status vector 
gives us a possible assignment of fault status indications for each processor.
The fault status of a processor can be regarded as an additional bit of state
information. We can imagine the Cartesian product of this bit with all the
data values of the OS state as the value set that gets mapped into D [ f?g.
The Cartesian product values could potentially double the number of values
we might want to include in the speci cation; in our case we choose to map
all the faulty ones into the single value ?. Thus, to model the hardware and
OS state relationship more explicitly we could introduce the interpretation
function
I (v; f ) = if f then ? else v
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to map value v under the fault assumption f . This interpretation can also
be extended to the case of recovering processors.
When maj (S ) returns ?, one of two cases exists: either there is no majority value or a majority of the Si have value ?. This may seem anomalous,
but there is no problem with it. We use the ? outcome to indicate a lack
of consensus on \good" values, something we consider undesirable. During
the replicated system proofs, we must show (possibly indirectly) that outputs going to the actuators produce a consensus on good values, i.e., their
majorities are not ?.

12 Replicated System Proofs
The methodology for showing that the replicated OS is a correct implementation of the uniprocessor OS is developed in this section. Previously presented
concepts are put together with a framework for the replicated and uniprocessor state machines. Sucient conditions based on commutative diagram
techniques are derived for showing correctness.

12.1 Fault Model

In each frame, a processor is either faulty or not. A function
F : f1::Rg  nat ! fT; F g
represents a possible fault history for a given set of redundant processors.
F (k; n) = T when processor k is faulty in frame n, where n is the global
frame index (n 2 f0; 1; . . .g). The results we seek must hold for all F that
satisfy a condition for maximally unfortunate fault behavior. Consequently,
we will be quantifying over F and passing it as an argument to various
functions. Let fault fn be the type representing the signature of F .
Faults are often distinguished as being either permanent or transient.
While such distinctions are useful, the fault model need not represent them
explicitly. A permanent fault would appear in F as an entry that becomes
true for a processor k in frame n and remains true for all subsequent frames.
A transient fault would appear as an entry that becomes true for several
frames and then returns to false, indicating a return to nonfaulty status.
8

8

The operating system does not have knowledge of the fault model. The fault model
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Application task con gurations and voting patterns determine the number of frames required to recover from a transient fault. Let NR represent
this number (NR > 0). We de ne a processor as working in frame n if it is
nonfaulty in frame n and nonfaulty for the previous NR frames. We use a
function W to represent this concept.

W : f1::Rg  nat  fault fn ! fT; F g
W (k; n; F ) = (8j : 0  j  min(n; NR)   F (k; n , j ))

The number of working processors is also of interest; hence, the following
de nition.
!(n; F ) = jfk j W (k; n; F )gj
A processor that is nonfaulty, but not yet working, is considered to be recovering.
Finally, the key assumption upon which correct state machine implementation rests is given below.
De nition 1 The Maximum Fault Assumption for a given fault function F
is that ! (n; F ) > R=2 for every frame n.
All theorems about state machine correctness are predicated on this assumption that there are a majority of working processors in each frame.

12.2 Framework For State Machine Correctness

Previous de nitions have characterized the uniprocessor and replicated OS
inputs, outputs, and states. We now build a framework for relating the
two state machines and discussing notions of correctness. These concepts
will be used to derive sucient conditions for proving a given replicated OS
correctly implements a uniprocessor OS under suitable assumptions about
faulty processors. Let us refer to the uniprocessor state machine as UM and
the replicated state machine as RM .
First note that we have provided next state and output functions for two
state machines, but have not yet related the two levels. Functions needed to
bridge the gap between the two machines are those that do the following:
describes the actual state of the physical processor. Our operating system does not even
try to diagnose faulty processors since it is non-recon gurable.
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Figure 8: Commutative diagram for state transitions.
1. Map sensor inputs for UM into replicated sensor inputs for RM .
2. Map replicated actuator outputs from RM into actuator outputs for
UM .
3. Map replicated OS states of RM into uniprocessor OS states of UM .
Introducing these mappings will give us an adequate basis to formalize notions of correctness.
We map from RM to UM by applying the majority function. We map
from UM to RM by distributing data objects R ways. For sensor inputs, we
assume an interactive consistency process is actually used in the system, so
the net e ect is that sensor data is merely copied and distributed.

IC : Sin ! ICin
IC (s) = [Ri s ]
The majority mapping on replicated states captures our intuition that a majority of the processors should be computing the right values. The majority
mapping on actuator outputs models the force-sum voting that takes place
at the actuators themselves.
To facilitate the development of a rigorous framework, we will introduce a
slight generalization of the replicated system involving UM and RM . More
general notation will be used and some general results will be derived where
=1
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Set Element Type
S
Sin
A
Aout
U
OS state
C
ICin
B
RAout
R Repl state

Description
Uniprocessor sensor inputs
Uniprocessor actuator outputs
Uniprocessor OS states
Replicated sensor inputs
Replicated actuator outputs
Replicated OS states

Table 1: Sets of inputs, outputs, and states.
Fn Actual Description
f OS Uniprocessor state transition function
g Repl Replicated system state transition function
h maj Replicated to uniprocessor state mapping
UA Uniprocessor output function
RA Replicated system output function

IC Interactive consistency sensor value distribution
 maj Replicated to uniprocessor actuator mapping
Table 2: Functions operating on inputs, outputs, and states.
the speci c instantiations required for the replicated system will be trivial.
Relationships among the various entities for the two state machines in this
more general model can be characterized by the commutative diagram in
gure 8. For notational convenience, we have introduced abbreviated symbols
for the sets and mappings involved. Tables 1 and 2 summarize the notation
used and relate the symbols back to the actual instantiations we will use.
Some additional conventions are elaborated next. We will apply an indexing scheme to the inputs, outputs, and states of UM and RM . The initial
states have index zero. The nth state transition (starting from one) corresponds to global frame index n , 1, and produces a state with index n. The
frame number starts at zero and lags the transition number by one; this is
done to facilitate modular arithmetic on frame numbers. Sensor inputs and
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actuator outputs are indexed by state transition number. Finally, transitions
in UM and RM are indexed identically.
Assume the inputs to UM are drawn from an in nite sequence of sensor
values S = [s ; s ; . . .]. Further assume UM will have states [u ; u ; u ; . . .]
and outputs [a ; a ; . . .]. Similarly, the inputs to RM are drawn from the
in nite sequence C = [c ; c ; . . .], and RM will have states [r ; r ; r ; . . .] and
outputs [b ; b ; . . .].
De nition 2 The state machines UM and RM are de ned by initial states
u and r , and state transitions that obey the following relations for n > 0:
un = f (sn ; un, )
(1)
an = (un)
(2)
R
rn = g(cn; rn, ; Fn )
(3)
R
bn = (rn; Fn )
(4)
where FnR = [Rk F (k; n , 1) ]:
The functions g and take an additional argument, a fault status vector,
which is not shown in gure 8. Its role is to model processor hardware
integrity and its use will be clari ed in the subsequent formal development.
1

2

1

0

0

2

2

1

1

1

2

0

1

2

2

0

1

1

=1

12.3 The Correctness Concept

Now we may proceed with a development of the correctness criteria. The
approach is based on state machine concepts of behavioral equivalence, specialized for this application. In essence, what we want to show is that the I/O
behavior of RM is the same as that of UM when interpreted by the mapping
functions  and  . We will say that the machine RM correctly implements
UM i they exhibit matching output sequences when applied to matching
inputs sequences and the Maximum Fault Assumption holds. We will now
proceed to make this more rigorous; in particular, we will de ne the meaning
of matching I/O sequences.
First note that the relations in (1){(4) describe the e ects of a transition
in terms of the current input value and the previous machine state. Let us
introduce a formulation that de nes the output values purely as a function
of the input values and the initial state. In other words, we use the following additional notation to \solve" the recurrence relations (1){(4). Refer to
table 2 as well.
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De nition 3 The following notation is used to denote the e ects of repeated
applications of the state transition functions.
S n = [ni=1 si ]
(5)
0
0
f (S ; u) = u
(6)
f n (S n; u) = f (sn ; f n,1 (S n,1; u))
(7)
n
n
C = [i=1 ci ]
(8)
0
0
g (C ; r; F ) = r
(9)
gn(C n; r; F ) = g(cn ; gn,1 (C n,1; r; F ); FnR)
(10)
These relations give us a way to refer to the result of n applications of a state
transition function to a sequence of n input values. Notation such as f n is
used to express an n-fold composition of the function f .
With the aid of the notation above, we can now characterize very succinctly the e ects of the two state machines.
Lemma 1 The intermediate states and output values for UM and RM are
given by the following:
un = f n (S n ; u0)
(11)
n
n
rn = g (C ; r0; F )
(12)
an = (f n (S n ; u0)) (n > 0)
(13)
n
n
R
bn = (g (C ; r0; F ); Fn ) (n > 0)
(14)
where the machines start with initial states u0 ; r0, and are subjected to input
sequences S n ; C n .
Proof. We prove the rst two relations by induction on n.
Case 1. n = 0. u0 = f 0 (S 0; u0) and r0 = g0(C 0; r0; F ) by de nition.
Case 2. n > 0. Assume (11) and (12) hold for m < n.
un = f (sn ; un,1)
= f (sn ; f n,1 (S n,1; u0)) by induction hypothesis
= f n (S n; u0)
rn = g(cn ; rn,1; FnR)
= g(cn ; gn,1 (C n,1; r0; F ); FnR) by induction hypothesis
= gn (C n; r0; F )
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The remaining two relations follow immediately from this result and the
de nitions of an and bn.
So far we have only considered the two machines separately. Now we
consider their interaction and formalize the net e ect of their joint operation.
By applying the mappings  and  , which relate inputs and outputs between
the two machines, we can de ne the meaning of matching I/O behavior.
De nition 4 UM and RM have matching I/O behavior i an =  (bn ) or
(f n (S n ; u )) =  ( (gn(n(S n); r ; F ); FnR))
0

0

(15)

for given S , F , and all n > 0, where  n (S n ) = [ni=1  (si ) ].
The complete correctness criterion is captured by the next de nition.
It states that RM correctly implements UM i they have matching I/O
behavior, provided a fault assumption holds.
De nition 5 RM correctly implements UM under assumption P i the
following formula holds:

8F ; P (F )  8S; 8n > 0 : an =  (bn)
where an = (f n (S n ; u )) and bn = (g n( n(S n); r ; F ); FnR).
0

(16)

0

We parameterize the concept of necessary assumptions using the predicate
P . For the replicated system, it will be instantiated by the Maximum Fault
Assumption:
P (F ) = (8m : !(m; F ) > R=2):
De nition 5 gives us the formal means of comparing the e ects of the two
machines and reasoning about their collective, intertwined behavior. Notice
that the intermediate states fung and frn g and the mapping function h
appear nowhere in De nition 5. Instead, it focuses on the correctness of the
actuator outputs as a function of the sensor inputs; this is what matters to
the system under control. It is incumbent on the proof process to show that
the intermediate states resulting from state transitions are such that (16)
holds.
An important consequence of De nition 5 is that we are assured that the
replicated outputs fbng do not map via  into the value ?. This follows
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because of the condition an =  (bn ). The fang have been characterized
in terms of the values (f n (S n ; u )) where the application of f and can
produce no ? values. Therefore, satisfying the conditions in (16) ensures
that  (bn) is always well de ned.
Having laid the groundwork of requisite de nitions, we may now derive
the usual sucient conditions for correctness based on commutative diagram
techniques. The following theorem can be understood as showing that two
subdiagrams of gure 8 commute: one for the state transition paths and
another for the output function paths. Although the second subdiagram is
a nonstandard form for commutative diagrams, since it does not depict a
homomorphism, it is nevertheless useful for characterizing the relationship
between the two machines' output values. The signi cance of the following
theorem is its reduction of proof e ort from a formula implicitly quantifying
over all transitions to the proof of several conditions that involve only a single
state or transition.
Theorem 1 (Implementation Theorem) RM correctly implements UM
if the following conditions hold:
0

(1) u = h(r )
0

0

(2) 8F ; P (F )  8S; 8n > 0 : f (sn; h(rn, )) = h(g((sn); rn, ; FnR))
1

1

(3) 8F ; P (F )  8S; 8n > 0 : (h(rn)) =  ( (rn; FnR))

Proof. We need to establish that
8F ; P (F )  8S; 8n > 0; an =  (bn):
First we prove that

8F ; P (F )  8S; 8n; un = h(rn )
follows by induction on n.
Case 1. n = 0. u = h(r ) by condition (1).
0

0
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(17)

Case 2. n > 0. Assume P (F ) and assume the theorem holds for all m < n.
Transform h(rn) as follows.

h(rn ) =
=
=
=

h(g((sn); rn, ; FnR))
f (sn ; h(rn, ))
by condition (2)
f (sn ; un, )
by induction hypothesis
un
1

1

1

Now proceed to transform  (bn):

 (bn ) =  ( (rn; FnR))
= (h(rn ))
by condition (3)
= (un )
by lemma (17) above
= an
This establishes that RM and UM have matching I/O behavior.
All that remains is to instantiate Theorem 1 with the actual functions
used in the uniprocessor and replicated OS de nitions. All of the instantiations are given in table 2 except the substitution for P (F ) which is replaced
by (8m : !(m; F ) > R=2). Thus, our working correctness criteria are given
by the next de nition.
De nition 6 (Replicated OS Correctness Criteria) RM correctly implements UM if the following conditions hold:
(1) u = maj (r )
0

0

(2) 8F ; (8m : !(m; F ) > R=2) 
8S; 8n > 0 : OS (sn ; maj (rn, )) = maj (Repl(IC (sn); rn, ; FnR))
1

1

(3) 8F ; (8m : !(m; F ) > R=2) 
8S; 8n > 0 : UA(maj (rn)) = maj (RA(rn; FnR))
Given the foregoing veri cation framework, it remains to show that the
Replicated OS Correctness Criteria hold for various postulated voting patterns V P and values of NR, the time it takes to recover from transient faults.
The next section presents additional results to enable such proofs.
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13 Sucient Conditions for Correctness
Proving replicated system correctness for a particular voting pattern can be
reduced to establishing sucient conditions for certain system properties.
The following treatment is based on the use of a Consensus Property, which
relates the state of working processors to the majority of the replicated states.
Following this scheme means formulating a Consensus Property and using it
to prove the Replicated OS Correctness Criteria. This proof is independent
of a particular voting pattern; it need be done only once. Similarly, the
Consensus Property can be established by introducing a Replicated State
Invariant. Then we construct a proof of the invariant based on the Full
Recovery Property, whose statement is generic, but whose proof is di erent
for each voting pattern.
Adopting this methodology creates the following general proof structure.
Generic State Machine Correctness Criteria

*

Replicated OS Correctness Criteria

*
Consensus Property
*
Replicated State Invariant
*
Full Recovery Property

*

Voting Pattern

13.1 Consensus Property

The Consensus Property relates certain elements of the replicated OS state to
the majority of those elements. It asserts that if the pth processor is working
during a frame, i.e., not faulty and not recovering, then its element of the
replicated OS state equals that of the majority, both before and after the
transition. This re ects our intuition that if a processor is to be considered
productive, it must have established a state value that matches the consensus
and will continue to do so after the computations of the current frame. The
property gives us a critical relationship we need to reason about replicated
OS states and how they satisfy the correctness criteria.
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De nition 7 (Consensus Property) For F satisfying the Maximum Fault
Assumption, the assertion
W (p; n , 1; F )  rn,1[p] = maj (rn,1) ^ rn[p] = maj (rn)
holds for all p and all n > 0.

To facilitate later proofs, we introduce the following useful lemmas.
Lemma 2 If r is a replicated system state, then
!(n , 1; F ) > R=2) ^ (8p : W (p; n , 1; F )  r[p] = maj (r)) 
maj ([Rl if FnR[l] then ? else f (r[l]) ]) = f (maj (r)):
Proof. Consider the terms f (r[l]) where l is a working processor, namely
where W (l; n , 1; F ) = T . The second hypothesis implies r[l] = maj (r) for
such l, which allows us to write:
f (r[l]) = if W (l; n , 1; F ) then f (maj (r)) else f (r[l])
Because W (l; n , 1; F )  F (l; n , 1) and F (l; n , 1) = FnR[l] we can rewrite
the majority argument:
if FnR[l] then ? else f (r[l]) = if W (l; n , 1; F ) then f (maj (r))
else if F (l; n , 1) then ? else f (r[l])
Since !(n , 1; F ) > R=2 (majority are working), it follows that a majority
of the conditional terms will reduce to f (maj (r)).
=1

Lemma 3 (Working Majority Lemma) For n > 0 and F satisfying the
Maximum Fault Assumption, if the condition
(8p : W (p; n , 1; F )  rn,1[p] = maj (rn,1))
holds, the following equalities hold as well:
fv = frame vote(rn,1; FnR) = maj (rn,1):frame  1
rv = results vote(IC (sn); rn,1 ; i; j; FnR)
= new results(sn; maj (rn,1); i; j )
maj (rn) = (fv; i; j: rv):
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Proof. Assume W (p; n , 1; F )  rn, [p] = maj (rn, ) for all p. Consider
1

the transition that results in rn:

1

rn = Repl(IC (sn); rn, ; FnR)
= [Rk RT (IC (sn); rn, ; k; FnR) ]
= [Rk if FnR[k] then ? else uvk ]

(18)
(19)
(20)

1

1

=1
=1

using the following additional de nitions:

uvk
fv
rrk
rv
nrk

=
=
=
=
=

(fv; i; j: rrk )
frame vote(rn, ; FnR)
if V P (i; j; rn, [k]:frame) then rv else nrk
results vote(IC (sn); rn, ; i; j; FnR)
new results(IC (sn)[k]; rn, [k]; i; j )
1

1

1

1

This last set follows by expanding the various de nitions subordinate to the
transition function Repl. Further expansion and simpli cation yield:

fv
FV l
rv
RV l
nrk

=
=
=
=
=

maj ([Rl FV l ])
if FnR[l] then ? else rn, [l]:frame  1
maj ([Rl RV l ])
if FnR[l] then ? else new results(sn; rn, [l]; i; j )
new results(sn; rn, [k]; i; j )
=1

1

=1

1

1

By applying Lemma 2 to the expressions for fv and rv we obtain:

fv = maj (rn, ):frame  1
rv = new results(sn; maj (rn, ); i; j )

(21)
(22)

1

1

Now consider the majority of rn:

maj (rn) = maj ([Rk if FnR[k] then ? else uvk ])

(23)

=1

If k is a working processor, we know by the hypothesis that rn, [k] =
maj (rn, ). Substituting into the de nition for nrk yields:
1

1

nr = new results(sn; maj (rn, ); i; j ) = rv:
1
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(24)

Applying Lemma 2 again results in

maj (rn) = uvk with (rn, [k] maj (rn, )) = (fv; i; j: rr)
rr = if V P (i; j; maj (rn, ):frame) then rv else nr = rv
1

1

1

Hence, maj (rn) = (fv; i; j: rv).
Having stated a generic Consensus Property, we assume its truth to
prove the Replicated OS Correctness Criteria hold. (Refer to De nition 6 on
page 44.)

Theorem 2 The Replicated OS Correctness Criteria follow from the Consensus Property.

Proof. Assume the Consensus Property holds. We show that each of the

required criteria follows.
Criterion 1. maj (r ) = maj ([Rk (0; IR) ]) = (0; IR) = u :
Criterion 2. Assume the antecedent of criterion (2): (8m : !(m; F ) >
R=2). This condition and the Consensus Property imply that maj (rn) =
(fv; i; j: rv) using the Working Majority Lemma, where
0

0

=1

fv = maj (rn, ):frame  1
rv = new results(sn; maj (rn, ); i; j ):
1

1

Applying majority to the transition for rn yields

maj (rn) = maj (Repl(IC (sn); rn, ; FnR))
1

and we conclude that

maj (Repl(IC (sn); rn, ; FnR)) = (fv; i; j: rv):
1

Finally, we note that
(fv; i; j: rv) = OS (sn ; maj (rn, ))
1

which proves criterion (2).
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Criterion 3. Assume the antecedent of criterion (3): (8m : !(m; F ) >
R=2). Expand the de nition of the replicated OS output function.
RA(rn; FnR) = [Rk RAk ]
RAk = if FnR[k] then ? else UA(rn [k])
=1

Invoking the Consensus Property and Lemma 2 produces:

maj (RA(rn; FnR)) = UA(maj (rn))
which proves criterion (3).

13.2 Full Recovery Property

We introduce a predicate, rec, that captures the concept of a state element
having been recovered through voting. It is a function of the last faulty
frame, f , and the number of frames, h, a processor has been nonfaulty.
rec(i; j; f; h; e) = if h  1 then F
else (V P (i; j; f  h) ^ e) _
if i = f  h
then VjlTI i;j j RI (TI (i; j )[l]; i;j; f; h)
else rec(i; j; f; h , 1; T )
(
=1

)

RI (t; i; j; f; h) = (t:type = sensor) _
if t:i = f  h ^ t:j < j
then rec(t:i; t:j; f; h; F )
else rec(t:i; t:j; f; h , 1; T )
By recursively following the inputs for the scheduled task at cell (i; j ), the
term rec(i; j; f; h; e) is de ned to hold i results(i; j ) should have been restored in frame f  h, provided the processor has been nonfaulty for h frames
and f was the last faulty frame. The Boolean argument, e, indicates whether
the recovery status applies at the end of the frame or sometime before computation is complete. This is necessary to account for the block voting that
occurs at the end of a frame.
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The conditions for rec can obtain if (i; j ) is voted in frame f  h, or it
is computed in frame f  h and all inputs have been recovered, or it is not
computed in frame f  h and was recovered by frame f  (h , 1). Thus, cell
(i; j ) is not recovered if it results from computations involving unrecovered
data, or it has not been voted since the last faulty frame f .
Note that this de nition depends only on the voting pattern and the task
input speci cation (the function TI ). It de nes the recovery pattern induced
by the speci ed voting scheme; it is necessary to show that for a particular
voting pattern full recovery is actually achieved within NR frames. The next
de nition captures this notion.

De nition 8 (Full Recovery Property) The predicate rec(i; j; f; NR; T )
holds for all i; j; f .

This de nition equates full recovery with the predicate rec becoming true
for all state elements (i; j ) after NR frames have passed since the last fault.
Later this property will be shown to hold for several di erent voting patterns.

Lemma 4 If rec(i; j; f; NR; T ) for all i; j; f and h  NR, then rec(a; b; c; h; e)
for all a; b; c; e.

Proof. By induction on the pair d = (h; b) under lexicographic ordering.
Case 1. d = (NR; 0). Immediate.
Case 2. d  (NR; 0). Expanding rec(a; b; c; h; e) in the conclusion we see
that every recursive call rec(w; x; y; z; v) satis es either z = h , 1 or
z = h ^ x < b. Thus, d = (h; b)  (z; x) and the induction hypothesis
can be instantiated in each case to

rec(i; j; f; NR; T )  rec(w; x; y; z; v):
Using the antecedent of the lemma, we infer rec(w; x; y; z; v), i.e., each
recursive call evaluates to T . Hence, the conditional term in the rec
de nition evaluates to true regardless of the V P term, and consequently
rec(a; b; c; h; e) holds as well.
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Lemma 5 The functions rec and exec are related by the following formula.
i = f  h ^  (V P (i; j; f  h) ^ e) ^ rec(i; j; f; h; e) ^
(8a; b : rec(a; b; f; h , 1; T )  u:results(a; b) = v:results(a; b))

exec(s; u; i; j ) = exec(s; v; i; j ):

Proof. By induction on j .
Case 1. j = 0. From the hypothesis rec(i; j; f; h; T ) we have:
rec(i; 0; f; h; T )
=
=

jTI^
(i;0)j

RI (t; i; 0; f; h) where t = TI (i; 0)[l]

(25)

(t:type = sensor _ rec(t:i; t:j; f; h , 1; T ))

(26)

l=1
jTI^
(i;0)j
l=1

Expanding the term exec(s; u; i; j ) in the conclusion:

exec(s; u; i; 0) = fST i; (a ; . . . ; an)
al = arg(t; s; u; i; 0) where t = TI (i; 0)[l]
= if t:type = sensor then s[t:i] else u:results(t:i; t:j )
( 0)

1

Let b ; . . . ; bn be the corresponding arguments in exec(s; v; i; 0). If
t:type = sensor then al = bl. Otherwise, (26) and the lemma hypotheses allow us to conclude
1

u:results(t:i;t:j ) = v:results(t:i; t:j )
for each t. Hence, al = bl and exec(s; u; i; 0) = exec(s; v; i; 0).
Case 2. j > 0. As before, expand the terms with exec and rec:

exec(s; u; i; j ) = fST i;j (a ; . . . ; an)
al = arg(t; s; u; i; j ) where t = TI (i; j )[l]
= if t:type = sensor then s[t:i]
else if t:i = i ^ t:j < j
(

)
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1

rec(i; j; f; h; T ) =
=

jTI^
(i;j )j
l=1
jTI^
(i;j )j
l=1

then exec(s; u; i; t:j )
else u:results(t:i;t:j )

RI (t; i; j; f; h) where t = TI (i; j )[l]

(t:type = sensor) _

if t:i = f  h ^ t:j < j
then rec(t:i; t:j; f; h; F )
else rec(t:i; t:j; f; h , 1; T )
Let bl represent the al terms with v substituted for u. Now consider
the cases suggested by the conditional expressions above. In each case
we will show that al = bl.
Case 2.1. t:type = sensor. al and bl both reduce to s[t:i].
Case 2.2. t:type 6= sensor^t:i = i^t:j < j . It follows that rec(t:i; t:j; f; h; F )
holds and al = exec(s; u; i; t:j ). The induction hypothesis gives:
rec(x; y; f; h; F )  exec(s; u; x; y) = exec(s; v; x; y)
from which exec(s; u; i; t:j ) = exec(s; v; i; t:j ) follows and hence,
al = bl.
Case 2.3. t:type 6= sensor ^ (t:i 6= i _ t:j  j ). In this case it follows
that rec(t:i; t:j; f; h , 1; T ) holds and al = u:results(t:i;t:j ). The
lemma hypotheses provide
u:results(t:i; t:j ) = v:results(t:i;t:j )
and thus, al = bl.
With all arguments al = bl, we conclude that exec(s; u; i; j ) = exec(s; v; i; j ).

13.3 Replicated State Invariant

As a practical matter, it is necessary to prove the Consensus Property by
rst establishing an invariant of the replicated OS state. Such an invariant
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relates the values of the nonfaulty processor states to the majority value
of replicated OS states. To do so, it is necessary to identify the partially
recovered values of OS states for recovering processors.
Expressing the invariant below requires a function H to determine how
many consecutive frames a processor has been healthy (without fault).

H(k; n; F ) = if n = 0 then NR
else if F (k; n , 1) then 0 else 1 + H(k; n , 1; F )
H gives the number of healthy frames for processor k prior to the nth frame,
except when k has had no faults at all. In this case H returns NR + n, which
is a way to model that the initial state appears as if k had been healthy for
NR frames already. The purpose of this quirk is to allow the invariant to
work for values of n < NR when no faults have occurred. Moreover, it makes
the de nitions of H and W consistent. In particular, one consequence of the
de nition is that

H(k; n + 1; F ) > NR  W (k; n; F )
(27)
In an analogous way, we introduce a function L that gives the last faulty

frame prior to a given point.

L(k; n; F ) = if n = 0 then , NR
else if F (k; n , 1) then n , 1 else L(k; n , 1; F )
If f is the last faulty frame for processor k prior to frame n, L(k; n; F ) returns
f . If no faults have occurred, the value ,NR is returned. This ensures that
the following relation holds:

L(k; n; F ) + H(k; n; F ) = n:

(28)

We proceed by proving a Replicated State Invariant that relates certain
elements of the replicated OS state to the majority of those elements. The
invariant states that if the pth processor is nonfaulty during a frame, i.e.,
working or recovering, then its frame counter after the transition equals that
of the majority. It also relates this processor's results state values to the
majority if they have been recovered, as determined by the function rec.
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De nition 9 (Replicated State Invariant) For fault function F satisfying the Maximum Fault Assumption, the following assertion is true for every
frame n:

(n = 0 _  F (p; n , 1)) 
rn[p]:frame = maj (rn):frame = n mod M ^
(8i; j : rec(i; j; L(p; n; F ); H(p; n; F ); T ) 
rn[p]:results(i; j ) = maj (rn):results(i; j )):

Lemma 6 If the Replicated State Invariant holds for a particular value of
n, then
(8p : H(p; n; F )  NR  rn[p] = maj (rn))
is a consequence of the Full Recovery Property.

Proof. Assume H(p; n; F )  NR, from which Lemma 4 and the Full Recovery Property provide us with

8i; j; f : rec(i; j; f; H(p; n; F ); T ):

(29)

The Replicated State Invariant allows us to infer:
(n = 0 _  F (p; n , 1)) 
rn[p]:frame = maj (rn):frame ^
(8i; j : rec(i; j; L(p; n; F ); H(p; n; F ); T ) 
rn[p]:results(i; j ) = maj (rn):results(i; j )):
This fact along with (29) imply all components of rn [p] and maj (rn) match;
consequently rn[p] = maj (rn).

Theorem 3 The Replicated State Invariant follows from the Full Recovery
Property.

Proof. We use proof by induction on n.
Case 1. n = 0. maj (r ) = maj ([Rk (0; IR) ]) = (0; IR) = r [p] for all p.
0

0

=1

Hence, r [p]:frame = maj (r ):frame = 0 mod M and r [p]:results(i; j ) =
maj (r ):results(i; j ) for all i; j .
0

0

0

0
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Case 2. n > 0. Express rn in terms of rn, via Repl:
rn = Repl(IC (sn); rn, ; FnR) = [Rk if FnR[k] then ? else uvk ] (30)
1

1

=1

using the following additional de nitions:
uvk = (fv; i; j: rrk )
fv = frame vote(rn, ; FnR)
rrk = if V P (i; j; rn, [k]:frame) then rv else nrk
rv = results vote(IC (sn); rn, ; i; j; FnR)
nrk = new results(sn; rn, [k]; i; j )
1

1

1

1

Lemma 6 and the induction hypothesis imply:
(8k : H(k; n , 1; F )  NR  rn, [k] = maj (rn, )):
Since W (k; n , 1; F )  H(k; n , 1; F )  NR, the Working Majority
Lemma yields
fv = maj (rn, ):frame  1
(31)

(32)
rv = new results(sn; maj (rn, ); i; j )


maj (rn) = (fv ; i; j: rv )
(33)
1

1

1

1

First, we establish the frame counter part of the invariant. Evaluate
rn[p]:frame for p nonfaulty in frame n , 1. (30) yields rn[p]:frame =
uvp:frame = fv, and by (33) we deduce rn[p]:frame = maj (rn):frame.
Also, (31) implies maj (rn):frame = n mod M .
Next, we establish the results part of the invariant. Assume its antecedent:
rec(i; j; L(p; n; F ); H(p; n; F ); T )
which implies H(p; n; F ) > 1 and hence n , 1 = 0 _  F (p; n , 2).
Therefore, the induction hypothesis yields
rn, [p]:frame = maj (rn, ):frame = (n , 1) mod M: (34)
1

1

Case 2.1. V P (i; j; rn, [p]:frame). This allows the following:
1

rn [p]:results(i; j ) = rrp = rv = maj (rn):results(i; j ):
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Case 2.2.  V P (i; j; rn, [p]:frame). As before, we begin evaluating:
1

rn [p]:results(i; j ) = rrp = nrp = new results(sn; rn, [p]; i; j ):
Expanding new results, (34) permits us to write:
nrp = if i = maj (rn, ):frame
then exec(sn; rn, [p]; i; j )
else rn, [p]:results(i; j )
Now consider the two cases of the conditional.
Case 2.2.1. i = maj (rn, ):frame. Since
maj (rn, ):frame = (n,1) mod M = L(p; n,1; F )H(p; n,1; F )
invoking Lemma 5 on the induction hypothesis yields:
nrp = exec(sn; rn, [p]; i; j ) = exec(sn; maj (rn, ); i; j ) = nr
from which we infer that
rn [p]:results(i; j ) = maj (rn):results(i; j ):
Case 2.2.2. i 6= maj (rn, ):frame. In this case, nrp = rn, [p]:results(i; j ).
Expanding rec produces:
rec(i; j; L(p; n; F ); H(p; n; F ); T ) =
rec(i; j; L(p; n; F ); H(p; n; F ) , 1; T ):
In this case we know H(p; n; F ) , 1 = H(p; n , 1; F ) and
L(p; n; F ) = L(p; n , 1; F ) so
rec(i; j; L(p; n , 1; F ); H(p; n , 1; F ); T )
holds as well. Invoking the induction hypothesis then yields
rn, [p]:results(i; j ) = maj (rn, ):results(i; j )
and nrp = nr and rn[p]:results(i; j ) = maj (rn):results(i; j ).
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Having established the Replicated State Invariant, we use this result to
prove the Consensus Property (De nition 7 on page 46) holds.

Theorem 4 The Consensus Property follows from the Replicated State Invariant and the Full Recovery Property.

Proof. Assume (8m : !(m; F ) > R=2) holds. Assume W (p; n , 1; F ) holds
as well. Since
W (p; n , 1; F )  H(p; n , 1; F )  NR
Lemma 6 for index n , 1 implies rn, [p] = maj (rn, ). Since
W (p; n , 1; F )  H(p; n; F ) > NR
1

1

invoking Lemma 6 again with index n produces the other half of the Consensus Property conclusion: rn [p] = maj (rn).

14 Proofs for Speci c Voting Patterns
With the general framework established thus far, the replicated system design
is veri ed on the premise that the Full Recovery Property holds. This property depends on the details of each voting pattern and must be established
separately for each. Following are three voting schemes and their proofs. The
last one is the most general and constitutes the goal of this work; the other
two can be seen as special cases whose proofs are simpler and instructive.

14.1 Continuous Voting

We begin with the simplest case, namely when the voting pattern calls for
voting all the data on every frame. Clearly, this leads to transient fault
recovery in a single frame. Although the entire state of a recovering processor
is restored in one frame, our formalization of rec assumes one frame is used
to recover the frame counter, so the conservative assignment NR = 2 is used.

De nition 10 The continuous voting version of the replicated OS uses the
assignments V P (i; j; k) = T for all i; j; k, and NR = 2.
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Theorem 5 The continuous voting pattern satis es the Full Recovery Property.

Proof. Since V P (i; j; k) holds for all i; j; k, and NR = 2, expanding the
de nition of rec shows that rec(i; j; f; NR; T ) reduces to T for all i; j; f .

14.2 Cyclic Voting

In this section, we consider a more sparse voting pattern, namely voting only
the data computed in the current frame. Only the portion of r:results(i; j )
where i = r:frame is voted; the other M , 1 portions are voted in later
frames. This leads to voting each part of the results state exactly once per
cycle and therefore leads to transient fault recovery in M + 1 frames. (One
frame is required to recover the frame counter.) The proof in this case is
only slightly more dicult.
De nition 11 The cyclic voting version of the replicated OS uses the assignments V P (i; j; k) = (i = k ) for all i; j; k; and NR = M + 1.
As an example of the cyclic voting pattern, suppose we have a four frame
cycle. Then voting will proceed as depicted below.
n Frame State components voted
1
0
results(0; j ) 8j
2
1
results(1; j ) 8j
3
2
results(2; j ) 8j
4
3
results(3; j ) 8j
5
0
results(0; j ) 8j
Theorem 6 The cyclic voting pattern satis es the Full Recovery Property.
Proof. Since V P (i; j; f  h) reduces to i = f  h, the de nition of rec
becomes
rec(i; j; f; h; T ) = if h  1 then F else i = f  h _ rec(i; j; f; h , 1; T ):
Thus, it follows that
rec(i; j; f; NR; T ) = rec(i; j; f; M + 1; T )
= (i = f  2) _ (i = f  3) _ . . . _ (i = f  (M + 1))
Because the modulus of  is M this expression evaluates to T .
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14.3 Minimal Voting

The last case is concerned with the most general characterization of voting requirements. Minimal voting is the name used to describe these requirements
because they represent conditions necessary to recover from transient faults
via the most sparse voting possible. These conditions actually de ne a large
family of voting patterns including Continuous Voting and Cyclic Voting;
patterns satisfying the conditions can vary widely in the amount of voting
used. Thus, it is possible to use the following result to design voting patterns
that can trade transient fault recovery rate for lower voting overhead.
Central to the approach is the use of task I/O graphs. These are graphs
constructed from the application task speci cations embodied in the function
TI . Nodes in the graph denote cells in the task schedule and directed edges
correspond to the ow of data from a producer task to a consumer task.
Sensor inputs and actuator outputs have no edges in these graphs. Associated
with edges of the graph are voting sites that indicate where task output data
should be voted before being supplied as input to the receiving task. An
actual voting pattern as speci ed by the predicate V P would assign these
votes to speci c frames.
With these notions in hand, the essence of the Minimal Voting scheme
is that every cycle of the task I/O graph should be covered by at least
one voting site. It is possible to place more than one vote along a cycle
or place votes along noncyclic paths, but they are unnecessary to recover
from transient faults. Such super uous votes may be desirable, however, to
improve the transient fault recovery rate. We now proceed to formalize and
prove the Minimal Voting claim.
9

De nition 12 A task I/O graph G=(V,E) contains nodes vi 2 V that cor-

respond to the cells (i; j ) of a task schedule. Edges consist of ordered pairs
(v1; v2) where ((i1; j1); (i2; j2)) 2 E i output from cell (i1; j1) is used as input
to (i2; j2).

De nition 13 A path through the task I/O graph G = (V; E ) consists of
a sequence of nodes P = [v ; . . . ; vn ] such that (vi ; vi ) 2 E . A cycle is a
1

+1

path C = [v1; . . . ; vn; v1 ]. The frame length of an edge e = ((i1 ; j1); (i2; j2)) is

We are using the graph theoretic concept of cycle here, as opposed to the terminology
introduced earlier of a frame cycle consisting of M contiguous frames in a schedule.
9
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given by:

(

if i = i ^ j  j
fl(e) = M
i i otherwise
1

2

2

1

2

1

The frame length of a path is the sum of the frame lengths of its edges. Let
FL(P ) denote the frame length of path P .

De nition 14 Let C ; . . . ; Cm be the cycles of graph G, and P ; . . . ; Pn be
1

1

the noncyclic paths of G. De ne the following maximum frame length values
for cycles and noncyclic paths:

LC = max(fFL(Ci)g)
LN = max(fFL(Pi)g) + 1
Note that noncyclic paths may share edges with cycles in the graph, but may
not contain a complete cycle. LN is increased by one to account for the frame
at the beginning of the path.

De nition 15 The minimal voting condition is speci ed by the following
constraint on V P :

8C 2 cycles(G) :
9((a; b); (c; d)) 2 C; 9f :
V P (a; b; f ) ^ (a = c ^ b  d _ 0  f a < c a)

and the assignment NR = LC + LN + M .

The condition requires at least one vote along each cycle. There is a caveat,
however, on where the votes may be placed. Because voting occurs at the end
of a frame, a vote site may not be speci ed on an edge between two cells of
the same frame. Such placements are ruled out by the condition above. The
bound NR includes a worst case length to restore a state element, LC + LN ,
plus an additional M frames to account for maximum latency due to when
the last fault occurred within the schedule. Note that all cycles must have
frame lengths that are multiples of M .
Figure 9 illustrates the de nitions above for a graph embedded in a four
frame schedule. The graph shown has one cycle with frame length four
(LC = 4) and a single vote site. The voting pattern would be speci ed by
V P (1; 0; 2) = T to indicate that results cell (1; 0) is voted in frame 2. The
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Figure 9: Example of task I/O graph.
longest noncyclic path has frame length three (LN = 4). Thus, the voting
pattern meets the Minimal Voting condition and we assign it NR = 12.
To facilitate the proof, we introduce several additional de nitions.
De nition 16 A recovery tree is derived from the expansion of the recursive
function rec applied to speci c arguments. Nodes of the tree are associated
with terms of the form rec(i; j; f; h; e). The tree is constructed as follows.
Associate the root with the original term rec(i; j; f; h; e). At each node, expand the rec function. If V P (i; j; f  h) ^ e is true, mark the node with a
T . Otherwise, evaluate the conditional term of the rec de nition. Create a
child node for each recursive call associated with the appropriate term and
repeat the process. If evaluation shows only sensor inputs are used at a node,
mark it with a T . If evaluation terminates with h  1, mark the node with
an F . After building the tree out to all its leaves, work back toward the root
by marking each parent node with the conjunction of its child node markings.
Thus, construction of the recovery tree for a term rec(i; j; f; h; e) corresponds
to building a complete recursive expansion of the Boolean term. The marking
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rec(1; 0; 2; 1; T )

Figure 10: Recovery tree for term rec(2; 0; 2; 4; T ) of sample graph.
at the root after the construction process is the value of the term.

De nition 17 The frame length of an edge (v ; v ) in a recovery tree, where
v = (i ; j ; f ; h ; e ) and v = (i ; j ; f ; h ; e ), is given by jh , h j 2 f0; 1g.
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

1

The frame length of a path in the tree is the sum of the frame lengths of the
edges in the path.

Figure 10 shows the recovery tree for term rec(2; 0; 2; 4; T ) applied to the
graph in gure 9. In this case, the four healthy frames are insucient to
recover the value of cell (2; 0); eight frames are required.

Lemma 7 If all leaves of a recovery tree are marked T , then the root must
be marked T .

Proof. By induction on the height h of the tree.
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Case 1. h = 0. The tree consists of a single node and the root must be T .
Case 2. h > 0. Let C ; . . . ; Cn be the children of the root. Each Ci is the
root of a subtree of height at most h , 1 with leaves marked T . Hence,
1

the induction hypothesis implies each Ci is marked T and their parent
must be as well.

De nition 18 Let GP (P ) map a path P = [u ; . . . ; um] from a recovery tree
1

into the analogous path in the corresponding task I/O graph. Form P 0 =
[v1; . . . ; vn] by retaining only those nodes from P arising from a computation
frame (i = f  h). Then let GP (P ) = [(i1; j1); . . . ; (in; jn )] where (ik ; jk ) is
taken from the rec term of vk .

Lemma 8 If a path P from a recovery tree begins and ends with a computation node, then FL(GP (P )) = FL(P ).

Proof. Along the path P in the tree, between every successive pair of computation nodes lying in di erent frames there will be fl(e) , 1 noncomputation

nodes one frame apart, where e is the edge in the task graph corresponding to this pair. Each of these tree edges contributes a frame length value
of one. Computation nodes within the same frame give rise to fl(e) = 0,
which corresponds to tree nodes having the same h value and hence, a frame
length contribution of zero for the edge. Summing all the contributions makes
FL(GP (P )) = FL(P ).

Theorem 7 The minimal voting condition satis es the Full Recovery Property.

Proof. To show rec(i; j; f; NR; T ), construct the recovery tree for this term.
Consider each leaf node vi and its path Pi to the root w. Let Pi be the
concatenation of three subpaths X; Y; Z , where Y is the maximal subpath
beginning and ending with a computation node. Let u be the rst node of
Y . Hence, Z has no computation nodes and FL(Z ) < M . By Lemma 8, it
follows that FL(GP (Y )) = FL(Y ).
Case 1. GP (Y ) has no cycles. Since GP (Y ) is acyclic and begins with a
computation node, u must have only sensor inputs and X is empty
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and u = vi. Furthermore, FL(Y ) = FL(GP (Y )) < LN and since
NR = LC + LN + M , FL(Pi)  NR , 2 and vi's h > 1. Hence, vi is
marked with T .
Case 2. GP (Y ) has a cycle. Since each cycle contains a vote site, which
would terminate the recursion of rec, there can be only one cycle and
it must be span the front of GP (Y ) with vi as the voting node. The
remainder of GP (Y ) must be acyclic. Hence, FL(Y ) = FL(GP (Y )) <
LC + LN and FL(Pi)  NR , 2 and vi's h > 1. Hence, vi is marked
with T .
Consequently, all leaves vi are marked with a T . By Lemma 7, it follows that
the root is likewise marked with T and therefore rec(i; j; f; NR; T ) holds.
The results presented above are conservative, being based on a loose upper
bound for NR. The actual NR for a given graph will be somewhat smaller.
The worst case for the graph of Figure 9 is actually 10 frames versus the
estimated value of NR = 12. In addition, for more dense and highly regular
voting patterns such as Continuous Voting and Cyclic Voting, we can obtain
more accurate values and it would be inadvisable to apply the Minimal Voting
bound to these cases.
An important consequence of the Minimal Voting result is that if a graph
has no cycles, then no voting is required! In this case the recovery time would
be given exactly by NR = LN + M . Although such a task graph is untypical
for real control systems, there may be applications that could be based on
this kind of design.

15 Conclusions and Outlook for the Future
In this paper, a paradigm for specifying and verifying operating systems for
fault-tolerant, real-time control systems is developed. The paper develops a
uniprocessor top-level speci cation that models the system as a single (ultrareliable) processor and a second-level speci cation that models the system in
terms of redundant computational units. There is no notion of redundancy in
the top-level speci cation. The paper then develops an approach to proving
that the second-level speci cation is an implementation of the top level. The
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paper explores di erent strategies for voting and develops a correctness proof
for three voting strategies.
The speci cations have been written using traditional mathematical notation rather than a speci c formal speci cation language. The next phase of
the research project will be to translate these speci cations into the EHDM
speci cation language and mechanically verify the proofs. Also, work will
continue towards a third-level speci cation that includes more implementation detail.
The rst version of the operating system described here has been greatly
simpli ed to facilitate the formal veri cation process. Nevertheless, an evolutionary process is envisioned for this system. The growth will take place in
several di erent directions leading to a family of veri ed reusable operating
systems. The rst direction of evolution is in the area of scheduling. The
following progression in capability is under consideration:
 rigid identical schedule on all processors
 non-deterministic but identical workloads on each processor
 non-deterministic and di erent workloads on each processor
The fault-tolerance strategy options include:
 non-recon gurable
 static recon guration
 dynamic recon guration
Continued development and evaluation of the intermediate results will
determine these choices and other areas of investigation.
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